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IMPROVED CHARGING PERFORMANCE
Empowered by the MICRODIA Patented SmartAI™ 
Charging Technology, this intelligent wireless 
charger comes with overall safety protection and 
enhanced charging e�ciency. The latest USB-C 
charging interface ensures stable current and 
universal compatibility

AN ACCESSORY WORTH MAKING ROOM FOR
This aluminum made wireless charging stand 
complements perfectly with your iOS workspace 
with its sleek and minimalistic design, which brings 
the same CNC finish as iPhone. Measures just 
2mm-slim, this wireless charger occupies minimal 
space while being a strong and sturdy performer for 
your iPhone 12 Series

COMPACT & PORTABLE
This wireless charger occupies minimal space 
with its ultra slim design. Throw it into your 
baggage and carry it anywhere you need your 
iPhone 12 to be charged

SNAP-ON FAST CHARGE
Upgraded Magnetic Wireless Charger 
compatible with MagSafe makes wireless 
charging for your iPhone 12 Series a snap. 
Seamless and secure alignment thanks to the 
strong built-in magnets. Delivers up to 15W of 
power e�ciency which charges your iPhone 12 
Series from 0 to 30% of power in just 30mins
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Color:

Wireless output:

Material:

Input:

Size:

Net Unit weight:

Black, White, Product RED, Green, Blue, Purple, Gold

15W

Aluminum + Glass

9V/2A

2*63*145mm

102g


